
 W
hen, in 1922, Syrie Maugham launched her 
career as Britain’s first female interior decorator, 
she put herself in competition with a coterie of 
‘drapers’: male decorators known for their exacting 
craftsmanship, but not for their stylistic flair. 

The drapers, trained for practicality, dealt in genteel but unoriginal 
spaces. Suddenly, they were faced with a new breed of feminine rivals 
emboldened by Maugham’s example. Interior design was one of the 
few professions open to respectable women at the time; using their 
own homes as showcases, these fledgling tastemakers relied on their 
innate sense of style rather than on formal education. They mixed 
unconventional furniture – old with new, expensive with modest –  
to create eye-catching, individual rooms. They dealt in contrasts.

More than anything else, it is this sense of contrast that continues 
to shape British interior design today. Not just in terms of aesthetics, 
but also influence, for in a globalised world, many of Britain’s most 

successful interior designers hail from far more exotic climes than ours. 
A quick glance at the London scene reveals John Stefanidis (Egyptian 
born), Martin Brudnizki (pictured) and Beata Heuman (both 
Swedish), Peter Mikic (Australian) and Paolo Moschino at Nicholas 

Haslam (Italian), to name but a few. 
Our small island is a melting pot  

of influences in other ways, too. At one  
end of the style scale, we have Kelly Hoppen, 
with her universally recognised brand  
of contemporary luxury; at the other, there 
is Faye Toogood, a maverick whose cutting-
edge approach to furniture and space has 
as much in common with conceptual art 
as it does with domesticity. The dominant 
mood in interiors right now, though,  
is different again. It could be described  P
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A FISTFUL  
OF CHARACTER
What British interior design excels at is giving personality  
to product and place, says Amy Bradford
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as ‘the new traditional’: a fusion of the old and the new in the simplest, most 
refined style. Key elements include time-worn country furniture and handmade 
crafts from around the world, brought up to date with unusual colours and  
subtle touches of luxury, such as burnished brass. This look is the opposite  

of ostentatious; it celebrates comfort, functionality, a cosmopolitan 
outlook and the beauty of imperfection. It is surely a sign of the 
times, for in an uncertain world, excess never feels quite right.

Designers championing this quietly beautiful style include  
Rose Uniacke, Beata Heuman, Louisa Grey and Maria Speake  
at Retrouvius. Uniacke’s design for a Battersea home, which contrasts 
old-fashioned Howard sofas with Scandinavian-style bleached 
floorboards and unexpected colour pairings, is a prime example, 
as is Speake’s placement of salvaged wood cladding and 1970s 
curtain fabrics in an old Dorset rectory. Grey’s combination of 
antique country furniture with modern grey paintwork and brass 

detailing sums up the zeitgeist to a tee. 
Furthermore, recent hotel openings, 
especially those by the Soho House 
group, have helped to popularise this 
laid-back, traditional-meets-modern 
look: The Ned in London, for instance, 
is a masterclass in fusing old and new.

A straw poll of established and 
up-and-coming interior designers 

reveals just how much 
we value tradition right 
now. Oft-cited influences 
include the Bloomsbury 
Group, Georgian homes 
(with their unexpectedly 
offbeat colours) and 
the work of John Fowler, 
master of country-house 
style in the last century. 
The British have long P
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 CLOCKWISE 
FROM LEFT: Martin 
Brudnizki’s interiors 

at the The Beekman, 

New York; Rose 

Uniacke exemplifies 

the quietly beautiful 

style at this project 

in Battersea; Kelly 
Hoppen is known 

for her take on 
contemporary luxury; 
Louisa Grey uses grey 

and brass details to 
lift a bathroom
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excelled at the latter, says Martin Brudnizki, who 
takes inspiration from Fowler’s ‘layers of different 
colours and patterns, mixed in with playful 
elements and personal objects’. Why do we remain 
so in thrall to country elegance? Perhaps it’s 
because, in our collective imagination, the stately 
manor has always been the ideal home. Even 
young designers in the heart of London have 
been seduced by it, such as Luke Edward Hall, 
who shares Cecil Beaton’s sense of bucolic charm 
and whose Camden home mixes antiques with 
modern colours and romantic flourishes.

For in demand designers such as Hall, a love  
of tradition dovetails with a very British passion 
for eccentricity. New talent Rachel Chudley 
employs artists as well as designers in her studio to 
create her painterly, Bloomsbury-esque interiors. 
Brudnizki’s new interior for Annabel’s nightclub 
in Mayfair boasts a restaurant with a characterful 
trompe l’œil mural of an English garden. 

The work of the new traditionalists 
also exudes a sense of informality and 
comfort. For Kit Kemp, co-founder 
of Firmdale Hotels and the decorator 
behind elegantly convivial venues such  
as Ham Yard, ‘comfort is beauty  
in itself’. Chudley goes a step further.  
‘It is only after being adapted for living 
in that an interior succeeds aesthetically,’ 
she argues. Perhaps thanks to the rise 

of social media platforms like Instagram, where 
imperfect, unstyled interiors are perpetually on view, 
formal rooms have gone completely out of fashion. 
‘I don’t think people like spaces that intimidate 
anymore,’ muses Brudnizki. 

This relaxed attitude is linked to a freer use  
of colour, something that, according to stereotype, 
the British can be inhibited about. The work  
of top designer Peter Mikic – who has decorated 

an Islington drawing room in a surprising 
mélange of pink, turquoise and lime 
green – represents a new strain of colour 
confidence not seen since the 1970s, 
when David Hicks celebrated ‘vibrating’ 
combinations of vermilion, shocking pink 
and red. Hicks is also an inspiration to 
current high flier Tom Bartlett of Waldo 
Works, a master colourist who can bring 
a classic timber kitchen to life with the 

addition of sunflower-yellow 
shelves. Thanks to brands like 
Farrow & Ball and Little Greene, 
this creativity finds its way into the 
popular consciousness, too. Their 
Instagram feeds show Britons not 
only how to transform a room at 
the drop of a hat with paint, but 
how to contrast colours with flair.  

A whole new generation  
of decorators, including Luke 
Edward Hall and Louisa Grey, 
have come to prominence  
under the ever-watchful eye  
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Perhaps in our collective 
imagination the stately manor 
has always been the ideal home. 
Even young designers in the 
heart of London have been 
seduced by it

 ABOVE: The Ned fuses old and new 

 BELOW: Peter Mikic and his bright  

 Islington drawing room design 

 Rachel Chudley and her painterly interiors 
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of Instagram. It’s fascinating how 
this social media platform is shaping 
tastes in interiors. ‘People are now 
aware of every aspect of design and 
current trends, and I think this has 
made them braver and more willing 
to experiment,’ argues Kemp. ‘We are 
growing bolder with layering, print 
and colour – maximalism, I suppose 
you’d call it,’ adds Hall. As the 
Swedish-born, London-based interior 
designer Beata Heuman points out, 
social media has also led to a growing 
cross pollination between fashion and 
interiors. ‘Ideas trickle down from 
brands such as Gucci, which you can see in the 
move towards more colourful palettes,’ she says. 

All of this means that interior design  
is more visible, and in demand, than ever 
before. ‘Design is one of the fastest growing  
creative industries in the UK economy,’ says Charles 
Leon, President of the British Institute of Interior Design 
(BIID). ‘It has the highest employment rates both nationally 
and locally.’ Instagram and style blogs have not only 
normalised the idea of employing a decorator – something 
that may once have seemed possible only for the very 
wealthy – but have also given rise to new innovations 
in the field. The launch of online interior design 
services such as Decology and Homewings, 
which allow customers to book affordable, virtual 
consultations from a pick-and-mix menu of services,  

is a natural evolution of the 
Instagram design experience. 

Arguably, it’s a good thing: 
evidence that the industry  
is thriving and becoming more 
democratic. But some insiders  
do have reservations. Bartlett 
points out that the increased 
exposure for designers on social 
media platforms has not been 
matched by an improved awareness 
of their specialist skills. ‘The 
revolution in choice can only  
be good, but I think there is still 
a lack of understanding about 

what interior designers actually do,’ he 
says. ‘Interior design has become a blanket 
term for a lot of different disciplines, from 

architecture to cushion piping. I’m not sure that 
even the industry itself really knows what it means.’
Even if the job description of an interior designer  

is becoming more abstract, it’s unlikely that the new  
wave of online services will ever replace them. The unique 
and intimate connection clients can form with a real- 

life decorator isn’t something that can be replicated 
online. And the individuality that the British prize  
so highly can hardly be bought off the peg. ‘What 

we as a nation excel at is expressing character, whether 
quietly or loudly,’ says Bartlett. ‘We borrow from the 
world and make something else out of it.’ What could  
be better than that? n

 CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: Beata Heuman  

 and her interior project at Dering Hall; Gucci  

 S/S’18 – fashion can provide inspiration for  

 interiors; yellow shelves add drama to Waldo  

 Works’ classically timber kitchen; Luke Edward  

 Hall’s Greek Key drinks table 
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